Find one person (unless the activity indicates more) to initial each of the statements below. A person can only initial a statement once. The three people done first win a prize!

* High Five the person closest to you.

* Find someone to do five jumping jacks with you – count them out loud as you both do them.

* Find someone who's favorite color is red.

* Find a person who has is a FBLA–Middle School Officer.

* Find another person that will moo like a cow with you. Moo Twice.

* Find someone who is wearing a red or a blue tie.

* Find someone who will hum the tune of your favorite game show or commercial with you.

* Find someone who has never been to a NFLC before.

* Find someone who has the same favorite ice cream as you.

* Find someone who went to the movies in the last month.

* Find someone who just got a haircut.

* Find five other people to sing “Mary has a Little Lamb” with you.